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Intro 

 

The F-100D Super Sabre is a supersonic, single seat, single engine, low wing, military jet fighter-

bomber aircraft built by North American Aviation and a member of the F100-series which has been 

built since the early 1950s. It is powered by 1x Pratt & Whitney J57-P-21-/21A turbojet with a dry 

thrust of 10,200 lbf (45 kN) and with a total of 16,000 lbs (71 kN) with full afterburner. 

The aircraft is very easy to recognize for its oval air-intake in the nose and was one of the key aircrafts 

used by the USAF in the Vietnam War before it was succeeded by the A-7 Corsair. The F-100 series 

was the immediate successor to the F-86 Sabre and was the first USAF fighter aircraft capable of 

supersonic speed during level flight. 

Several models of the F-100 were created but this review will only focus on the F-100D model. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



General Information (all of the F-100 series) & Aircraft Specs (Only F-100D) 

 

 Produced by North American Aviation 

 First Flight 25
th
 of May 1953 

 Introduction 27
th
 of September 1954 

 Role  Fighter/Fighter-Bomber 

 Status  Retired (USAF in 1979) 

 Produced 1953 – 1959 

 Built  2,294  

 Unit Cost US$697,029 (F-100D) 

 Succeeded North American F-86 Sabre 

 Successor North American F-107 

 Primary Users: 

o United States Air Force 

o Turkish Air Force 

o Republic of China Air Force 

o French Air Force 

o Royal Danish Air Force 

 

 

F-100D Specifics (from Wikipedia): 

 Crew  1 

 Length  50 ft (15.2 m) 

 Wingspan 38 ft 9 in (11.81 m) 

 Height  16 ft 2
3/4

 in (4.95 m) 

 Wing Area 400 ft
2
 (37 m

2
) 

 Empty Weight 21,000 lb (9,500 kg) 

 MTOW 34,832 lb (15,800 kg) 

 Power plant Pratt & WhitneyJ57-P-21/21A turbojet 

 Max Speed 750 kn (864 mph / 1,390 km/h / Mach 1.3) 

 Range  1,733 nmi (1,995 mi / 3,210 km) 

 S-Ceiling 50,000 ft (15,000 m) 

 Rate of Climb 22,400 ft/min (114 m/s) 

 Thr./Weight 0.55 

 Armament Various configurations  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:F-100_Super_Sabre_3-view.svg


Purchase, Download & Installation 

 

I purchased this download at www.FSPilotShop.com and the purchase, the payment and the download 

went with ease – the file size is about 471Mb which is fair and the download time was only 2 minutes 

since the connection to the download server was very good.  

The file name when downloaded is MVZ- 290 and the F-100D version that I tested was v1.160226 for 

the FSX platform. There are no license keys, registration keys or serial numbers to be used to activate 

the add-on. 

Installation also went quickly and with ease – there is a dual installer in the pack, one for FSX and one 

for FSX SE. I only tested the FSX installer which was easy to use and featured the “Auto-Find FSX 

folder” function, so all I actually had to do was to activate the wizard and confirm the FSX location. 

This add-on features 1 model with a total of 15 liveries that are perfectly located within the Milviz 

dropdown in the virtual hangar. All images are unique and represent their corresponding model nicely 

so it is very easy to select the exact aircraft that you want to fly. Two of the liveries included are the 

famous Thunderbirds no. 5 and no. 6 – also included is a livery of the Thor’s Hammer from the Nordic 

mythology which is very nice details. Loading the F-100D however did impact the loading time which 

was extended with app. 20 seconds but that is fair considering the quality and complexity of this add-

on. 

Also included in the download is a 33 page User Guide in PDF format together with a 340 page Flight 

Manual also in PDF format. The user guide provides a basic knowledge of the add-on and what extra 

features etc. there are included and it is very easy to read and understand even though English is not my 

native language. One issue with the user guide though – comparing the F-100D specs written in the 

user guide to the F-100D specs listed at the Wikipedia I found that these specs were not completely 

identical – there were small deviations in e.g. max speed, length and weights. 

According to the user guide the F-100D will work on Windows Vista and Windows 7 – I did all my 

tests on Windows 10 and that also worked perfectly. 

In the download there is no blank livery included for livery designers, however this can be downloaded 

free of charge directly from Milviz’s own website together with the User Guide and Flight Manual. 

The F-100D is TacPac compatible so if you have TacPac installed you can also benefit from it with the 

F-100D. I don’t have TacPac installed and I was therefore unable to get the complete functionality of 

the add-on. E.g. air-to-air refueling will be more realistic with TacPac included, but without TacPac 

you can still place the aircraft in the correct position to a virtual tanker and switch on the “Add-fuel-

http://www.fspilotshop.com/


switch” found on the left forward console. Then you will increase your fuel capacity which is a very 

cool feature. 

Another extra feature that is included in this add-on is the Milviz’s MVAMS system. This system is an 

application that runs outside the simulator where you e.g. can select which type of start-up you want as 

e.g. engines running or cold and dark. Actually the start-up of the aircraft can be done in 3 different 

ways: 

 Select MVAMS ready for flight 

 Select MVAMS cold & dark and do the complete start-up procedure manually following the 

user guide 

 Select MVAMS cold & dark and click the “Quick Start” button found on the left backward 

console (the switch behind the red non-marked safeguard) 

You can also control various other specifics of the F-100D as e.g. the pitot tube folding/unfolding, 

wheel chocks on/off, generator, weapons loadout, COM-channels setup, red labels, pilot latter etc. This 

is a very nice application that enables the simmer to configure the F-100D to the preferred setup. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



External 

  

When I loaded the aircraft for the first flight I quickly started a walk around the aircraft to get a feeling of the 

model and of the quality of the add-on. What I found was a very well made model that certainly resembles the 

real world Super Sabre, as I remember it from my time as a firefighter where we had an old F-100C model to 

practice on. The oval air intake in the nose, the foldable pitot tube, the very backward swept wings, the air-to-air 

refueling arm etc. – everything is included in the model which looks very realistic.  

Of course I also found various photos on the internet of specifically the D-model, just for comparison since the 

model I knew in real life was the C-model and not the D-model. The model created is certainly a high quality 

model with high quality textures together with lots and again lots of details, animations and effects. It quickly 

became clear to me that Milviz has tried to create a true to real life model with an eye for the details and that 

they have done with great success in my opinion.  

I absolutely love the unique liveries matching the real world aircrafts as the Thor’s Hammer and the 

Thunderbirds 5 and 6. I did find a photo on the internet of Thunderbird 6 with the writing “SIX” on the blank 

part of the engine as per the Milviz repaint – however this picture has a copyright and therefore I cannot use it in 

this review. I also found some models of the Thor’s Hammer and the livery from Milviz matches perfectly the 

images that I found with the tail writing SS 927. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The model features a complete set of animations such as control surfaces (rudder, ailerons and 

elevator), gear up/down, rotating wheels, turning nose wheel, speed brake, foldable pitot tube, canopy 

open/close, moving engine exhaust plates (don’t know the correct term for them in real life), tail hook, 

auto-sloths, drag chute etc. All animations are created with a smooth and realistic motion and fit the 

model and the overall quality. 

There are also various effects included as the lights and the smoke effect. When taking a look at the 

smoke effect I find it to be very realistic because it is created as a thick black concentrated smoke that 

would fit these old jet engines – however I found several videos of the Super Sabre on Youtube and 

was actually very surprised to see that the smoke in real life was not that dense as the effect created for 

the add-on. 

The light effect is very well made especially on the external model. The lights (strobe/ beacon etc.) are 

placed according to real life and the shine from the lights are of a good quality – they are clear with a 

deep warm shine.  

Another effect is the afterburner flame effect which I find to be very realistic – not that easy to see 

when using the afterburner during the daytime, however very beautiful when viewing during flights at 

night. The concentration of the flame together with the length of the flame at full afterburner seems 

very much in accordance with real life which I again could confirm on the videos found on Youtube. 

The F-100D also features droppable bombs together with rockets that can be fired directly from the 

cockpit. When you drop bombs or fire the rockets the loadout changes accordingly - This adds to the 

overall realism and experience of the aircraft.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Internal 

 

Going into the cockpit I found myself sitting in an old military jet cockpit filled with lots of buttons, 

switches, levers and steam gauges. Everything is created very beautifully and being inside the cockpit 

absolutely made me feel like being inside an old fighter aircraft. The atmosphere created was very 

authentic and the fact that the cockpit in general was created to look old and used with its wear and tear 

just added to the experience. 

There are only included a 3D cockpit – alias virtual cockpit meaning that there is not included a 2D 

cockpit. Normally I don’t use the 2D cockpit but I know that many still does and for an add-on in this 

price range I would have expected to also see a 2D cockpit included. Unfortunately not… 

That said, the virtual cockpit is absolutely created in very fine details with high quality textures, a great 

finish all around together with a great 3D effect (depth performance). There are a huge number of 

animations as of course the controls but also all the buttons, switches and levers – I did find a few 

buttons that was not clickable but they were only a very few, the rest was working perfectly.  

The layout of the cockpit resembles the real life pictures that I was able to find on the internet but since 

Milviz has included a “Quick Start” button on the left backward console, the complete layout is not 

100% accurate…. However this tiny detail does not affect the score of the virtual cockpit, since I very 

much enjoy the quick start solution that enables the simmer to start up the Super Sabre from cold and 

dark without going through the complete start up procedure. 

The textures used in the virtual cockpit are high quality textures and the finish is absolutely superb. The 

experience and feeling I got flying this bird from the virtual cockpit was very authentic and indeed a 

very good experience. 

To add extra realism Milviz has created the Super Sabre with the feature of dropping bombs and firing 

rockets – this is of course TacPac compatible but even though you don’t have TacPac installed, you can 

still benefit from this add-on since you are still able to drop bombs and fire the rocket. When dropping 

the bombs you can hear de bombs being let go and the sound they make when falling – this also applies 

to the rockets where you get the sound when firing a rocket, however you need TacPac to see the 

rockets/bombs being dropped.  

Through the MVAMS you can also select the Super Sabre to activate thunderstorm lights which I 

found to be fair quality virtual cockpit lights that would light up the entire cockpit. Nice effect but not 

something that I would use very much unfortunately. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sound 

 

The sound set included for this Super Sabre add-on is not only a sound set covering the engine at 

various rpms but also a complete environment sound set. That means that included are also sound for 

clicking switches, dropping/raising the gear and flaps together with the sound of the wind, the drag 

from applying the speed brake, the drag chute etc. and also the rumple that is created when stalling the 

aircraft. 

The complete sound set is a high quality sound set that is clean and clear and I found the sound to be 

very realistic and authentic. The sound provides the simmer with e.g. the complete engine sound at all 

rpms settings and absolutely adds to the atmosphere created both in the virtual cockpit but also outside 

the aircraft. The general engine sound is a high frequency jet engine sound which I compared to some 

videos on Youtube - the resemblance was very good! 

I have tested the sound set for both ordinary stereo, 2.1 stereo with front speakers including an active 

sub and also with a complete 7.1 surround sound setup – the sound worked beautifully in all tests. 

Additionally there is also added a sound for the afterburner which first is a click in the virtual cockpit 

stating that the throttle has now passed the 100% rpm mark, and here after a deep roar from the engine 

that also seems to be very realistic. 

This add-on also has weapons and included for these weapons are a corresponding sound. E.g. when 

firing the rockets you can hear the rockets go off with the unique sound that is very real. Also dropping 

the bombs provides the simmer with a dropping sound – this however I find to be a fair but quite 

ordinary sound, but still very nice that it is included even without TacPac installed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Flight Dynamics 

 

In regards to the flight dynamics, well… I have never flown the Super Sabre in real life or for that 

matter other jet fighters, however I have flown various other aircrafts like gliders, ultra lights and 

general aviation aircrafts like the Cessna 172 and Socata Rally 180 GT, so I do have some input from 

my experience of flying this add-on. In general I would expect the flight dynamics to be close to real 

life since Milviz has had a lot of F-100 pilot consultants verifying this add-on and its flight dynamics. 

Taxiing the Super Sabre is very easy – you have a great view from the cockpit and the engine reacts 

smoothly and slowly in the rpms around 80-85%. Idle is at 65% rpm and the aircrafts starts rolling at 

82% rpm so basically you only have the throttle setting of 65-100% to control during taxi, meaning that 

you  very easily can control and change the taxi speed. The wheel brakes are very efficient and you can 

get the aircraft to a full stop very quickly without the brakes going hot. The aircraft turns on a short 

radius and is in general just very easy to handle. 

One thing I noticed in regards to the engine was, that if applying throttle too quickly the engine would 

start coughing like if the fuel could not be transferred/pumped quickly enough to the engine. If this is 

true to real life I am uncertain, however this could very well be correct since this aircraft features an old 

engine where the response time from throttling up and until the fuel is actually pumped into the burning 

chamber, could be with a delay. 

Throttling up the engine at take-off point on the runway to full military power (100% rpms without 

lighting the afterburner) gave me a nice and authentic experience, then releasing the brakes and 

applying full afterburner just increased the feeling of blasting down the runway greatly – this however 

with a little minus though… I would have though the afterburner would send the aircraft down the 

runway like a rocket, but that was not the case – the take-off roll seemed very long but after thinking 

about it, then that do make sense since the Super Sabre is a heavy aircraft and the jet engine is only an 

old generation jet engine.  

When lifting off I quickly got a feeling of the controls – they were very smooth and reacted quickly on 

all the control input that I gave. Ailerons, rudder and elevator all have a very nice response time and I 

found that the aircraft was very steady and easy to control. 

I flew the aircraft to 45,550’ of altitude just to check the ALT flight dynamics according to the specs 

that states service ceiling at 50,000’. The service ceiling is probably very well what I could do if I 

changed the climb sequence a bit. I reached the 45,550’ with a steady climb of 1,000’/minute after 

passing 33,000’, but if I changed the climb to be e.g. 500’/minute I think that could add a bit to the 

45,550’. Still the 45,550’ is fairly close to the specs. 



I also tested the max IAS flying at 10,000’ with full afterburner and with a non-clean configuration – I 

could get the IAS up to app. 550 knots which I believe is quite realistic. I could not find a reference of 

max cruise in level flight, but max IAS (the never exceed speed) is according to the specs 750 knots 

which very easily can be obtained in a dive. 

The Super Sabre can easily do rolls and other aerobatic maneuvers as long as the G-effect remains 

positive, but if the aircraft experiences negative G’s for more than a couple of seconds you will get a 

flame-out and is then forced to do a start-up procedure again to get the engine running. This is very 

easily done with the quick start button, but I could imagine that it could be a rather stressful experience 

in real life without the quick start button. Weather this flame-out caused by negative G’s are correctly 

applied to the aircraft I cannot confirm but again, there has been several real F-100 pilots consulting 

and testing/verifying the flight dynamics, so this I am quite sure is very correct and indeed a very nice 

detail. 

I also tested how the aircraft reacts just before and during a stall. The first test was a straight out stall 

that was quite realistic in performance. Just before the stall kicks-in the aircraft started to shake with a 

good effect and at the same time there came a nice rumple sound of the wind going over the stalled 

wing profile. The nose dropped quickly but I also experienced a drop on the left wing – this could be 

my controls because that should not happen to a straight out stall with level wings. What I also noticed 

was that I could not apply throttle – well I could physically but the engine would not respond until a 

correct and safe AoA (Angle of Attack) was set.  

I also tried stalling the aircraft during a turn with app. 45 degrees of bank and again the shake came, the 

rumpling sound came and the nose dropped. I was unable to get the aircraft to spin which I am 

confident is perfectly aligned with the real Super Sabre. However I did provoke a high speed stall that 

resulted in a rumple sound, cockpit shake and loss of control until the aircrafts automatically came out 

of the high speed stall. 

Looking out the canopy on the wings I got very focused on the sloths – they are absolutely very well 

animated and very realistic. They are controlled by airspeed and pitch angle and not by the pilot and 

functions automatically. Their motion is smooth and very realistic and certainly increased the overall 

experience of the aircraft in flight.  

Since this aircraft features bombs that can be dropped together with rockets that can be fired I also 

wanted to test the flight dynamics of a clean version compared to a full configuration just to see if there 

would be a difference in the flight dynamics. What I found was not much unfortunately – the clean 

version versus the complete configuration flying at the exact same altitude and the exact same throttle 

setting only game me a difference of 5 knots IAS. I would have assumed that there would have been a 

greater difference. Also in regards to the rolling and pitching the aircraft I could also not feel any 

difference I am sorry to say. However dropping the bombs the aircraft would react on it with a small 

shake, which is a nice detail. 



The Super Sabre also has a large speed brake located on its belly – this speed brake is very well 

animated and does create a nice drag that is visible on the IAS. You can also hear that the speed brake 

is activated on the rumpling sound that appears like when stalling the aircraft. 

Another great feature of this aircraft add-on is the air-to-air refueling feature. Using TacPac it is stated 

to be very realistic which I however is not able to confirm since I do not have TacPac installed, 

however I could still simulate an air-to-air refueling by placing the aircraft in the perfect position from 

another aircraft (could be just a default Boeing or Airbus etc.) and then click the refueling switch on the 

left forward console. Then the fuel quantity would increase until full or until I would switch the 

refueling switch to off. 

I was very surprised that the fuel consumption was not that high during full afterburner – I could 

continue on full afterburner for more than 10 minutes = a long time just on the internal fuel tanks, 

which had me wondering if this would actually be true to real life, but unfortunately I haven’t been able 

to verify it. 

The Super Sabre also has an old generation autopilot which can hold the altitude and the heading 

together with a yaw damping function so that the rudders have very little effect. The autopilot is easy to 

use and works okay – when set on hold heading, please do not touch the stick or the autopilot hold 

heading switch will disengage automatically – it is very sensitive!. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Conclusion 

 

This add-on created by Milviz is yet another great and high quality payware add-on that features a very 

realistic model of the F-100D Super Sabre from North American Aviation. The model is filled with 

various details, effects and animations of a high standard and which all contributes to add realism and 

soul to the aircraft, so the aircraft appears more authentic. 

The add-on features unfortunately no 2D cockpit but however do feature a highly detailed and high 

quality virtual cockpit filled with animations, working systems, high quality textures, a superb finish 

that creates an authentic old and used jet cockpit and an awesome and very realistic 3D effect. 

The aircraft supports both a ready to fly mode, a quick start from cold and dark together with a 

procedure start from cold and dark. Included in the download is a very well written user guide together 

with a very comprehensive flight manual and Milviz’s newest MVAMS system to select loadout, start 

functions, radio default etc. During my tests I found absolutely no impact on my frame rates which is 

awesome for an add-on of this complexity. 

The sound set is very realistic and features not only the complete engine sound set but also the 

environment including firing rockets and releasing bombs. Also the fact that the aircraft is compatible 

with TacPac, just adds to the overall usage and experience of the aircraft. 

If you like old generation military jet aircrafts, then I would certainly recommend this F-100D Super 

Sabre. This is a very detailed add-on with working systems and the aircraft is certainly created with an 

eye on the real aircrafts and with the respect that this old jetfighter deserves. 

I want to thank Milviz for creating yet another great, very realistic and authentic classic aircraft that 

scored a beautiful 4.68 out of 5, and absolutely lifts the standard of flight simulation add-ons to a high 

level. Keep up the excellent work Milviz! 

 

Rays Aviation 

 

 

 

 


